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“Remember A Charity 
delivers by focusing  
on activities that  
no single charity  
can achieve alone.” 
Alex McDowell 

Welcome 
IMPACT REPORT 2017

This report highlights the positive progress made by the campaign over  
the past 12 months. I’d like to thank all members, partners and the  
Institute of Fundraising for their hard work and continued commitment  
to the campaign.

There is clear evidence of a sustained shift in public attitudes towards  
legacy giving. There is also growing support for the campaign from the  
legal sector and renewed engagement from the government. 

Most importantly, we are also seeing a consistent increase in the 
proportion of Wills at probate that kindly included a gift to charity.  
As a behaviour change campaign, this is the ultimate impact measure  
for Remember A Charity.

As of 2017, the figure stood at 15.6%. This is a record high and represents  
a 28% increase in the last 5 years.

What’s more, a greater number of charities than ever before are  
receiving gifts in Wills and promoting legacies as a way supporters  
can choose to make a contribution. 

This is positive news, but it reinforces the importance of collaborating  
to increase overall levels of legacy giving. It also emphasises the value  
Remember A Charity delivers by focusing on activities that no single  
charity can achieve alone. 

By continuing to work together, we can reduce unhelpful and inefficient  
duplication of efforts and ensure an increasing number of beneficiary  
charities doesn’t erode individual charities’ return on their own legacy  
promotion activity.

Alex McDowell 
CHAIR, REMEMBER A CHARITY 



Remember A Charity Week 2017 was  
our most successful to date. Remember 
A Charity launched its first ever dedicated 
legacy radio station, taking legacies on  
tour to five UK cities.

Legendary sixties DJ Emperor Rosko 
returned to host Last Pirate FM, with  
more than 200,000 minutes listened to  
and counting.

The public were called on to ‘Have Your  
Say on the World You Want to Pass On’,  
to inspire more people to leave a gift to 
charity in their Wills. 

The campaign saw high-profile support  
from Ringo Starr, Twiggy and the original 
Radio Caroline crew as well as significant 
support from Government, the legal 
sector and the corporate sector, including 
the DCMS, The Law Society and the Law 
Society of Scotland and Remember A 
Charity’s partner, Co-op Legal Services.

The Week also generated the most effective 
digital campaign yet, with a 67% increase 
in people actively searching Remember A 
Charity’s website compared with 2016.

HIGH-PROFILE 
CAMPAIGN 
LEADS  
TO SUCCESS 

WE LAUNCHED  
OUR FIRST EVER  

DEDICATED LEGACY  
RADIO STATION 



WE’RE  
BACKING LAW  
COMMISSION’S 
PROPOSED  
OVERHAUL  
OF WILLS

CHARITIES MINISTER  
SHOWS SUPPORT FOR  
LEGACY GIVING

Remember A Charity welcomes the Law 
Commission’s proposals to overhaul the current  
laws on Wills, regarding this as ‘critical’ for legacy 
giving. The public consultation proposed changes  
to legacy law which it said is outdated and fails  
to protect the vulnerable. 

The new proposals would also introduce electronic 
Wills and lower the age for making a Will from 18 to 
16. But legacy giving must be safeguarded, with the 
public protected and the risk of dispute minimised. 

Hundreds of thousands of people in the UK die 
intestate each year. If the Will-writing process 
becomes more accessible, this would help ensure 
that their final wishes are met. 

Rob Cope, Director of Remember A Charity, said:  
“Even if just a small percentage of people who die 
intestate were to leave a gift in their Will, this 
could help close the gap between those that have 
the desire to give through Wills (35%)[1] and the 
6.3%[2] of people that leave a charitable legacy. 
This could potentially raise millions for good 
causes each year.”  

[1] Remember A Charity 2013.   [2] Smee and Ford 2016. 

December saw Government 
reassert its support for legacy 
giving. Tracey Crouch MP,  
Minister for Sport and Civil 
Society, wrote to more than 
8,000 solicitors asking them to 
make their clients aware of the 
option of including a gift in  
their Will. 

The letter highlighted the 
importance of legacy giving and 
the key role professional advisors 
have in making clients aware of 
all their options when writing  
a Will. 

Solicitors were invited to join our 
growing network of more than 
1,100* Campaign Supporters 

who share a commitment to  
offer advice on gifts in Wills. 
The Minister is interested to 
know how she can use her role  
to encourage more people to 
leave a gift in their Will. The 
Law Society and the Law Society 
of Scotland also co-signed the 
letter. 

*1,132 total

“We want to increase 
awareness of legacy giving  
and make it the norm,  
so as many charities can  
benefit as possible.” 
Tracey Crouch MP. 



Remember A Charity called on Government to make 
charitable Wills exempt from VAT and to re-examine 
the decision to increase probate fees. This came as part 
of its wider campaign with Government to secure fiscal 
incentives that will encourage legacy giving among the  
full population, not only those affected by Inheritance  
Tax (IHT).

Remember A Charity estimates that VAT exemption  
on charitable Wills could double the number of  
people leaving a gift to charity, generating a  
further £800 million for good causes. 

With the IHT threshold having increased in April and  
a hike in probate fees, we called on the VAT exemption  
to give professional advisors cause to highlight the 
benefits of legacy giving. Legacies remain the single 
largest source of voluntary income, generating £2.8 
billion a year for charities.

Our research with the Behavioural Insights Team and 
University of Bristol shows that advisors who inform 
clients about the opportunity of legacy giving write 
significantly more charitable Wills. 

RESEARCH 
INDICATES  
POSITIVE 
GROWTH IN 
AWARENESS 
OF LEGACIES
Remember A Charity’s annual consumer  
market research shows positive attitudes to 
legacy giving are at their highest figure since  
we began monitoring. 

The research from nfpSynergy looks at the 
levels of awareness amongst 1,000 UK charity 
donors, from active rejection through to action.

Preparation is at its highest ever figure and 
action is at its second highest. Those unaware 
of legacy giving continues to be low, with active 
rejection at its lowest percentage. The figures 
indicate that awareness of legacies is growing 
steadily over time. 

WE’RE LEADING  
THE SECTOR CAMPAIGN  
FOR VAT EXEMPTION  
ON CHARITABLE WILLS 

WE ESTIMATE  
THIS COULD GENERATE  

£800m  
FOR GOOD CAUSES



NEW WEBSITE  
AIMS TO  
REACH MORE  
OF WILL-WRITING  
PUBLIC
Remember A Charity launched a fully responsive  
website in September to support its strategic aim  
of reaching more of the Will-writing public.

The consortium saw almost 18,000 visits to our  
Find a Solicitor directory in 2017. Our Find a Charity  
search page continues to be one of the top three  
most visited pages. 

The consumer-led website is seeing an increase in  
those taking action around legacy giving, with more  
people searching our network of local, charitably- 
minded solicitors and member charities each year. 

Remember A Charity saw a large increase in mobile  
traffic in 2017 compared with the previous year.  
Our digital strategy prioritises improving our SEO  
and increasing our visibility online for searches  
around making a Will. 

WE PROUDLY 
WELCOME  
OUR 200th 
MEMBER 
Remember A Charity reached a new milestone  
in autumn, with 200 charities now working 
together to grow legacy giving. Joining as the 
200th member, Chief Executive of Shine  
Charity, Kate Steele said: “Shine will be part  
of a movement to grow our legacy giving now  
and into the future, working alongside fellow 
charities to raise awareness and promote the 
importance of gifts in Wills to our supporters  
and the wider public.” 

Our diverse membership now includes the ten 
largest charities by legacy income through to an 
increasing number of small, community-based 
organisations. Legacy giving has grown since 
the campaign launched. The number of charities 
that benefit from legacies continues to diversify, 
growing by 38% in less than ten years.  
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Thank you  
for your  

continued  
support 

To find out more visit rememberacharity.org.uk 


